
27/0/22 MATH 4038 Interial

Remindes:
· Midterus graded,
Arg:258

· Assignment 4-due 3/1 11:59pm.
- Dont need to complete Guestion 1.

Pincipal Innatures /Types ofPoints:

k(p): dotSp=kk, diagonalizing Sp= Eon"Onr].
- H(p) = = toSps=E(hythz).
These eigenvales are called principal unvatures
eez. eigenneators are called principal directions
Neal accenture: N-unitnoma wecter field of M. x (s). x=T, n() =NIXTI

positively created [T,n,N3



Then we can write T inthe basis [n,N5

T=-kgn+hmN
geodesie creature normal anature ·bifie

"

kn=1<NX,NC = K18 where his the ang
between NO,N. Na

Sc) =0. Then Kn( = Ip(v,v) e.. enpincipal directions arean obsof
Tpkn= Ip(vv)= <Sp(),v
v = e,ess4 + easie

=

<Splecs4+ezsine), eosle + suits re-angle from esto v.
allnimalmatures = <Spleicest+Spleesin(),pasi +ezsents finIn satisfy
Rchnkkz- = <kyecs4 + Ritz smile, e.css4 +egiate)

= 1,25324 + kzsin24<- Euler's Formula.



Types of Points: PEM
· Elliptic if K-detSpCO (principal anestirs 78, same sign).
e.g. points on spheres are elliptic.

Hyperbolic if Kip)=dotsp 28 (pincipal connecture 40, differentsign).
· Penabolic if KCplzdetsp =O but SptO.(only one ofKiskz=0) .
· Pluar if Sp28 (11 2kz=0) ·

· Umbilica if 41K2(including bizkz =0),
pene Umbilizal

*ff



do Cam 3-216:
show thatasurface which is compact has an elliptic point,
PS: Let Mbea conject surfacewiR (ebsed, bonded). By boundedness, MCBpB)
Each decrease R continuously until it is tangent AM at some point, say,

of clearly at p, Ks(P)= notiCO.
M MCBr, and we can show that KMP;Kp.

so Knelp), K(p): Tp>0.so pis3 alternatively,

rum

=>
--

elliptic.
8:M+ R by f(p)=UpIF. The since Mis compact
fIM) is compact and hence has a maximum Po.

leta be a smoothes x(0) = Ps, then since pots amaximum, we have



· fflactIzzs = 0 = 0= 29) · 910) E the meter isnimal to Mat
nM x()

· deflatile as 40 F(p).90) tapas so.
PeissM

Let N betheunit normal vector ofMato givenby N= co, then metane
&"1.x(D + ('10) -x) = x"(0)NICD+').x'k)

=1x(07)- @NGP), x'D+ a(0) · a '17
=1x10>KSp()), x'() > +<x), a1988.

Since only condition on X was thatx = ps, we can take a : riWhere
ri) =0 and file) arethe principal direction (i.e. eigenvectorief Sp) for z=1.2.
Then we there <0),Fi)>=1 and above inequality becomes
kileip))+/28 =>ki PTO for bothit. Hence like8 and wearedone.



sor: Show that these exist is compact minimal simfaces (HE) ni R3.
PS: Suppose M compact and HED

HEO =ElRithz) z8 =>kike there opposite signs or zero
everywhere everywhere

=> M has is elliptic pots -> Contradiction! M
plane



is came 3-221:

show that at a hyperbolic prints the principal directions bisect the asymptatic
direction.

Recall: v is an asymptotic desition at p if kn= 0
shit: Use Euler's foul,
let v been asymptotic drisation. Then by Euler's funk:0= kss28 + bysin28

=-k1c328= RsuittT tauif: cosine hishe there different signs

so it has two solutions Iareton ii*EGEE). Chyperbolic pt.).

sothere exist exactly 2 asymptotic directions M, V2. and <Ni,U2) = 29.&

and eez are the axes irresponding it 8=58 =E), so
wesee that they bisect vi,Vz. -perse


